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By Tim Jones



Hi! 

I’m Tim and I'm the founder of Grow Good, one of Aotearoa's foundation Certified B Corporations.

Thanks for downloading this short guide to organisational purpose. More importantly, thanks for your interest
in undertaking the journey to becoming a more purpose-driven entity. 

Over the next few pages, I'll put forward some ideas about why you should be promoting positive change in
your workplace and how you can start that journey.

Yours, in service of purpose,

Thanks!

http://bcorporation.com.au/


So why was your business created? What use is it to society? 

That's where your purpose lies as it's there that you and your team will find purpose at work. 
By doing something bigger than you in the service of others for shared positive impact.

That's really the crux of purpose-driven business.

Think of the world's most inspiring organisations, the one thing they all have in common is
that they are playing a game bigger than themselves in service of others.

So, beyond just making a financial return for your stakeholders, what social and
environmental impact is your business making? Take a minute to think about it, write it
down, remember it.

That is your WHY! 

What Is Purpose?
The dictionary defines it as - The reason for which something is done or
created; something’s use/usefulness. 



They are playing a game bigger than themselves in service of others. That is purpose.

A great example of purpose in action is Volvo.  They recently shared 40 years of their safety data
with their industry competitors. 

Their purpose? Make cars safer for all, rather than retain that IP to ringfence their position as the
world's safest brand. 

It's a great example of aiming to be the best for the world, not the best in the world. 

Another way to think about being a force for good is how do you use what you are great at for
the benefit of humanity and the planet?

Ask yourself, what’s the real competition? Because if you are competing against your
competitors you are not on purpose, you are not playing big enough.

Purpose At Work
Think of the world's most inspiring organisations. 
The thing they all have in common?



Some people are less safe on the road than
others.

That's why it's time to share more than 40
years of safety research - to make cars
safer for everyone.

Not just the average male.



Customers: 

90% of Kiwis would stop buying from a brand if they thought it was
irresponsible or unethical in its actions*. 

Employees: 

86% of Kiwis said it was important for them to work for a company that is
socially and environmentally responsible.* 

Investors: 

When Larry Fink, the guy that controls $6 trillion of funds says that you need to
start considering your social and environmental impact as well as your financial
return you know that the megatrend of purpose is here.

Purpose Fuelled
GET PURPOSE AT WORK IN YOUR

ORGANISATION AND:

 

- INCREASE TEAM PERFORMANCE

- INCREASE TEAM ENGAGEMENT

- ATTRACT AND RETAIN THE BEST TALENT

- INCREASE PROFITABILITY

- GAIN RAVING FANS

 

AND AS A BONUS, YOU GET TO SLEEP

WELL AT NIGHT KNOWING YOU'VE DONE

THE RIGHT THING! #PRICELESS

 *Colmar Brunton Better Futures Report

People want to work for, buy from, and invest 
in businesses they believe in.



In 2019 Unilever's purpose-led brands grew 

69% faster 

than the rest of the business and delivered 

75% of the company’s growth.

Imagine that in your business? 

With so much on offer what's the cost of 

not 

getting purpose at work?



We live in exceptionally good times for sure. We've solved a large number of challenges that face
humanity. 

But also consider just in Aotearoa there is significant mahi that needs to be done around: 

- The climate emergency
- Increasing biodiversity loss
- Rising inequality
- Mental health and addiction challenges

It's no surprise then, to see that business leaders around the world are waking up to the
opportunity of aligning their business to solving the BIG challenges of our time.

After all, people won't remember what your stock price was, they'll remember what you did and
how you did it. 

There has never been a greater need 
for "good" business than right now.

Why Now?



What
the

world
needs

Your
unique
Genius

“At the intersection where your gifts, talents & abilities 
meet a human need; therein you will discover your

purpose.”
 

Aristotle - talking purpose since ages ago!

Where Does It Live?



1. Purpose-driven performance.
It's really easy to spot the organisation of purpose because their teams
are consistently high performers. Their employees are passionate
advocates of the stand their business takes on improving the planet.
Their customers are evangelical about their products and services and
the market eagerly seeks to invest in them to make more positive
impact and return.

2. Boost employee happiness and engagement.
That's because as humans we seek purpose and meaning but are
struggling to find it at work. Feeling like your work lacks meaning?
You’re not alone! Most of us are caught in a cycle of working long
hours in a role that doesn’t fulfil us, but brings in enough money for us
to maintain our lifestyle. We live for the weekends and holidays, while
often struggling with the impacts on our physical and mental health
and our relationships. 

3. Attract the best talent.
Your future workforce understands this 'purpose' stuff. They want to
work in roles where they are contributing to something bigger. Being
purpose-led will ensure your organisation is positioned for the future
and can attract and maintain the best talent.

4. Purpose creates successful people.
Becoming purpose-led is a proven road to success and growth. Having
a defined big-picture purpose that truly matters to us as individuals
and teams provides focus, fulfilment and the drive to succeed. This
translates into increased happiness, health, job satisfaction,
productivity, better relationships, higher sales – and much more.

5. Looking for more and better customers?
In a world of increasingly conscious consumers, customers are proven
to seek out businesses with a bigger purpose and are willing to pay
more for their products and services. Surveys unanimously show that
consumers will switch to higher-purpose brands and maintain their
loyalty. It makes cents and sense to be genuinely doing business for
good.

6. Get investment for growth.
Shareholders, employees, customers and communities now want to
see more than financial performance – they want to see evidence of
how companies are making a positive contribution to society. As Larry
Fink put it in his now famous 2018 letter to CEOs: Your stakeholders
give your business its licence to operate and without a sense of
purpose, no modern business can achieve its full potential. When the
guy controlling $6trillion under investment says you need to get
purpose, you know it's real.

Further Evidence For Getting Purpose At Work
Check out these nine major purpose advantages you can get into your organisation. 

https://www.blackrock.com/hk/en/insights/larry-fink-ceo-letter


7. Kiwis want you to take action
Kiwis want you to take action. Recent research by Colmar Brunton shows that New Zealanders have a fast-growing awareness of
societal issues and want to support businesses that are making a real impact. Our country wants to prioritise actions that will
address hunger and poverty, increase health and wellbeing, improve education, clean up the environment and achieve decent
work and economic growth for all. Expectations of sustainability and social impact are becoming more mainstream and brands
with a higher-purpose are seen as leaders. However, Kiwis really struggle to name businesses authentically delivering impact on
purpose.

8. Leaders of purpose = real legacy
To see the change that we need in the world we need leaders of purpose. We need big, bold, courageous action that might go
against the narrative. But to do that takes connection, authenticity and vulnerability. Look back through the ages and we see
time and again the real leaders were the ones focused on going big or going home. Imagine the legacy you could leave if you
worked to solve one of the world's big challenges.

9. Purpose is contagious
Finding your purpose will not only benefit you personally and professionally; chances are you’ll spread the good vibes to those
around you and start a tidal wave of impact. A 2017 study proved that doing good makes life better for you and for the people
you’re supporting – plus it’s contagious. People who receive acts of kindness are three times more likely to do good acts
themselves. That's why I call purpose the self-saucing chocolate cake of goodness!

Further Evidence For Getting Purpose At Work
Check out these nine major purpose advantages you can get into your organisation. 



Purpose-driven employees are 125-225% more productive (Bain & Company, 2017)
Purpose is correlated with a quadrupling of the likelihood of being engaged at work
(Gallup/Healthways, 2013)  
90% of global employees in purpose-driven companies are engaged (Korn Ferry, 2016)
vs 13% of the global workforce who are engaged (Gallup, 2013)
Being connected to your purpose or the company's purpose is ranked the #1 factor in job
satisfaction, and is more than 2x more important that the next factor, company leadership
(Happiness Research Institute, 2015)
Purpose is correlated with a 64% higher level of career fulfilment (Imperative / NYU, 2015)
Purpose is correlated with a 50% greater likelihood of having meaningful relationships at
work (Imperative / NYU, 2015)
Purpose is correlated with a 54% greater likelihood of believing work has a positive impact
(Imperative / NYU, 2015)
Purpose is correlated with a 47% increase in the likelihood of promoting one's employer
(Imperative / NYU, 2015)
Purpose is correlated with 20% longer tenures (Imperative / NYU, 2015)
70% of American workers would accept a more fulfilling job offer (PWC/Imperative/CECP,
2018)
75% of Millenials will choose to work for or do business with a company that does good in
the world (Deliotte, 2016)

Employees

87% of global consumers believe businesses should put at least as much emphasis on social interests as business ones (Edelman, 2017) 
73% of global consumers will switch to purpose-driven brands (Edelman, 2012)
57% of high-income global customers are belief-driven buyers (Edelman, 2017)
55% of global customers will pay more for a product that has a higher purpose (Nielsen, 2014)
90% of Kiwis would stop buying the products of a company if they heard about it being irresponsible or unethical (Colmar Brunton)
83% of consumers feel the way businesses talk about their social and environmental commitments is confusing (Colmar Brunton).
7/10 Kiwis can’t name a brand that is a leader in sustainability (Colmar Brunton).

Purpose is correlated with an increase in the likelihood of being in leadership by 50% 
(Imperative / NYU, 2016) 
Purpose-driven leaders have a leadership effectiveness score that is 63% higher than
reactive leaders  (University of Notre Dame, Mendoza College of Business, Anderson,
Adams, Mastering Leadership, 2016)
91% of global executives link a strong corporate purpose with profitability (Deloitte, 2013)
87% of global executives believe companies perform best when their purpose is beyond
profit (Ernst & Young, 2015)
Purpose-driven mission statements rated the #1 strategy and management tool by senior
managers (Bain & Co., 1996)
83% of global executives believe purpose helps them stay ahead of industry disruption
(Deloitte, 2014)
84% of global executives believe purpose is required to implement new strategies (Harvard
Business Review, 2015)
Personal purpose is cited by global CEOs as one of the top 3 things (along with ethics and
values) to focus on (IBM, 2012)
In 2014, "purpose", "mission" and "change the world" were mentioned 3,243 times on
earnings calls, investor meetings and industry conferences, a 40% increase over 2009
(Factiva, 2015) .

Further Evidence For Getting Purpose At Work
Leadership

Customers



Corporate
Giving

Corporate
Volunteering

Purpose 
Fuelled
Performance

Purpose
Light

4 Levels 
Of Purpose

Skills/resources used to
support not for profits/causes

that may or may not be
aligned with your genius. 

 
I mean if you are an

accountant it probably means
your genius is not planting

trees...

Most businesses can find a few $$$ to
give to a charity or local cause. 

 
Unfortunately, it's hard to measure

the true impact of all donations and
the feeling of meaning can dissipate

quickly.

Individuals given permission
to bring their purpose to

work.
 

Manifests in the form of mini
purpose projects.

Clearly defined and articulated purpose. 
 

Organisation and individuals purpose
fully integrated and aligned. 

 
Your genius used for TRUE

human/planetary needs.
 

Purpose is strategy. 

4.

3.2.
1.

Purpose already exists at work.
What level of purpose are 
you currently at?



Certified B Corporations, or B Corps, are a new kind of business that prove that
they effectively balance purpose and profit.
 
It's a step above CSR as B Corps make decisions that create positive impact
across their workers, customers, suppliers, community, and the environment.

So far there are almost 4000 B Corps in 71 countries including:

Measure your good
Why B Corp Certification?

 
 

- The most powerful way to
build credibility, trust, and

value for your business. 
 
 

- Explore and record your
positive contribution across

governance, Workers,
environmental and social

impact performance.
 
 

- Benchmark yourself against
your local, regional and global

peers as being best for the
world! 

You've mentioned B Corp a couple 
of times but what are they?

You can see a full list of B Corps over at www.bcorporation.com.au. 

If you'd like to learn more about B Corps you can get my other e-book "To B Or
Not To B, The What, Why & How Of B Corp Certification here. 

https://www.growgood.co/bcorpebook
https://www.growgood.co/bcorpebook


Ready For B Corp?

Assistance to help you navigate the B Corp Certification journey from NZ's B Corp expert

To date, I've helped certify 25% of all the B Corps in NZ and have led the full certification numerous
times.

If you are not sure if B Corp Certification is for you, or if you have started but had the process stall I'll
be able to help you. If you are a passionate B Corp supporter I can also help you "sell" the idea to
internal stakeholders.

A great place to start is to check out my other e-book "To B Or Not To B?" over here. 

Book me to guide you through the process and over 4 hours we'll get you as close to the 80/200 pass
mark for you to go on and get your certification verified by the standard team.

https://www.growgood.co/bcorpebook


Ready To Get 
Purpose At Work?
So, this all sounds great! How do we do this?

Kick off the purpose journey with your organisation with my two foundational purpose workshops:

What purpose is (and isn't).
Why it's vital for you - the 7 major life benefits of being on
purpose.
What's stopping you connecting to your purpose - the 7 major
blocks.
How to unlock the 7 blocks.
The 3 ways to guarantee to find more purpose.

Workshop #1
In Pursuit Of Purpose

 The differences and between organisational and individual
purpose.
Reconnection to the origin of your organisation.
Connect to the moments of meaning and contribution that
are purposeful.
Understand whom you serve.
Get clarity on the good you do for them but also the collateral
damage.
Work out what you could stand for.

Workshop #2
Purpose At Work

 



It's fair to say I am New Zealand's organisational purpose and B Corp expert. I was one of the founding B
Corps in New Zealand, I co-teach on University of Canterbury MBA Course "Creating Impact-led Enterprises"
and I've certified more B Corps in NZ than anyone else. 

Beyond that, by bringing the depth of thought of Russell Brand, the energy of Tony Robbins and the
humour of Greg Davies I can help you successfully navigate the path to purpose and B Corp Certification.

My sessions are always purpose fuelled and through the delivery of inspirational, motivational, memorable
and impactful coaching and training we'll get you to achieve meaningful goals in life and work by tapping
into the potential of your purpose fuelled performance. 

To kick off your purpose journey just get in touch with me on +64212882363 or at tim@growgood.co 

Why Work With Me? 



Tim Jones
m. +64 21 288 23 63
e.   tim@growgood.co 
w.  www.growgood.co

http://growgood.co/
http://www.growgood.co/

